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Building Building Marseille Marseille re f. 824P4V - m andat n°318ref. 824P4V - m andat n°318

On sale with Myriam Ouhab - 07 67 21 38 34
COMMERCIAL and HOUSING building, 258 m² Carrez law on a plot of 157 m²
located in the New Park of Canet at:
239 BOULEVARD DANIELLE CASANOVA 13014 MARSEILLE.

IT CONSISTS :

- Ground floor, commercial space HAIRDRESSER of 43 m² + courtyard of 20 m² +
outbuilding of 14 m² (break room).
Rent HC €820 - Charge €155 (including 29% property tax + household waste tax +
cold water). Or = 975 € CC / LEASE UNTIL 2030.

- Ground floor, SNACK commercial premises of 38 m² + courtyard of 18 m² +
outbuilding of 13 m² (break room).
Rent HC €740 - Charge €135 (including 28% property tax + household waste tax +
cold water). Or = 875 € CC LEASE UNTIL 2024.

- 1st floor a Type 3 crossing of 74 m² (living room, kitchen, 2 bedrooms, bathroom
and separate toilet, pvc double glazing, roller shutters) completely renovated to
new end of works December 2022, in accordance with new energy standards.
Shortly :
Rent HC 820 € - Charge 30 € (Household waste tax + cold water) So = 850 € DC.

- 2nd floor, a Type 3 crossing of 76 m² (living room, kitchen, 2 bedrooms, bathroom
and separate toilet, PVC double glazing, roller shutters)
Rent HC €660 - Charge €50 (Household waste tax + cold water) Or = €710 CC.

The management is ensured by a specialized real estate agency, the complete
history of the regulations is available and up to date.

Structure and facade in very good condition, new roof under ten years. Common
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areas renovated to new in 2022. Divisional meter for each lot. 258 m² Carrez law
on a Plot 157 m² RAISING of the building possible.

PROPERTY TAX: €3,000 annually
COPRO EXPENSES: 0 € per year
RENT EXCLUDING CHARGES: €36,500 annually
RENTAL PROFITABILITY 6.50% GROSS

SOLD €575,000 agency fees included

CONTACT:
Myriam Ouhab: 07 67 21 38 34
Co-Exclusive Mandate N* 318


